Fishbourne
A Roman Palace and Its Garden
BARRY CUNLIFFE

Among the most important and exciting discoveries in Romano-British archaeology was, in the 1960s, the site of a major Roman palace dating from around 43 A.D. Cunliffe, who directed the excavation, describes its progress and unfolds the history of the site from early military beginnings to the palace's final destruction. Fully illustrated with maps and photos, 128 black and white, 8 in color. $15.00

Historic Towns
Maps and Plans of Towns and Cities in the British Isles, with Historical Commentaries, from Earliest Times to circa 1800, Volumes I and II
M. D. LOBEL, editor

These are the first in a projected series of volumes depicting, with modern maps and plans, the features of early British towns before the radical transformations wrought by the Industrial Revolution. Volume I includes Banbury, Caernarvon, Glasgow, Gloucester, Hereford, Nottingham, Reading, and Salisbury. Bristol, Cambridge, Coventry, Edinburgh, Winchester, and Windsor are included in Volume II. The maps are accompanied by an account of each town's origins and the history of its development. The series will be of considerable interest to archaeologists, historians, geographers, and town planners. "If subsequent volumes maintain the high standards of cartographical and historical research set by the initial publication, the eventual achievement will indeed be monumental." — Journal of the Royal Geographical Society. Multicolor maps and plans. Volume I. $35.00
Volume II (available in August), $35.00

THE JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS Baltimore, Maryland 21218
The Conference on British Studies announces that the second annual

WALTER D. LOVE MEMORIAL PRIZE

has been awarded to

Richard L. Greaves, THE PURITAN REVOLUTION AND EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT: BACKGROUND FOR REFORM
(Rutgers University Press)

Nominations for the third annual prize, to be awarded in November 1971, may be sent to: Professor Cynthia F. Behrman, Secretary to the Prize Committee, Department of History, Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio 45501.

ÉIRE-IRELAND
A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF IRISH STUDIES

Published by the Irish American Cultural Institute
— circulation in more than 20 countries —
An interdisciplinary journal with articles on Irish art, folklore, history, literature, politics, etc.
Book reviews, notes and queries, special departments

$10.00 a year

ÉIRE-IRELAND, Box 5026,
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Crucial new publications in British history . . .

ESSAYS ON SEX EQUALITY
John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor Mill
Edited and with an Introductory Essay by Alice S. Rossi, Goucher College

This volume brings together for the first time all of the writings of John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor Mill on equality between the sexes, including John Stuart Mill's The Subjection of Women, a classic in the history of the woman's rights movement since its publication one hundred years ago.

Also contained here is a major interpretative essay by Alice S. Rossi on the long personal and intellectual relationship between Mill and Harriet Taylor. Entering the controversy over Harriet Taylor's contribution to Mill's thought, Ms. Rossi brings an acute scholarly sensibility, reflecting extensive research, to make her commitment to Harriet Taylor's "side."

1970  5 1/4 x 8  252 pages  Cloth $8.75  Paper $1.95

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF EDMUND BURKE
Volume IX, May 1796-July 1797
Edited by R. B. McDowell, Trinity College, Dublin and John A. Woods, University of Leeds

This is the final volume in the comprehensive and definitive collection of the letters of one of the great masters of English prose and one of the greatest English political thinkers of the 18th century. The Correspondence traces the issues central to Burke's time and his involvement in the American and French revolutions, affairs in India and Ireland, British government and party matters, finance, society, and law. Not only do these letters shed new light on Burke's era, but they are also of special significance for contemporary thought.

1971  5 7/8 x 8  512 pages  Cloth $21.50

THE BIRTH OF METHODISM IN ENGLAND
Elie Halévy
Translated and with an Introduction by Bernard Semmel, State University of New York at Stony Brook

In his classic England in 1815, Elie Halévy propounded his view that Methodism was primarily responsible for shielding England from a counterpart to the French Revolution. His shorter work, The Birth of Methodism in England, introduces this famous "Halévy thesis" and describes the circumstances from which the evangelical revival of 1739 emerged. The "popular revolution" which was Methodism, Halévy maintains, could be fully understood not merely as the consequence of specific religious conditions prevalent at the time but also as the consequence of a political revolution against Walpole and the first crisis of overproduction in the new industrial order.

This marks the first English publication of this important work.

1971  5 1/4 x 8  116 pages  Cloth $6.00

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637
THE CORRESPONDENCE OF LORD ACTON AND RICHARD SIMPSON
Edited by JOSEF L. ALTHOLZ and DAMIAN McELRATH

This is the first of three volumes presenting the correspondence of the two principal figures in the Liberal Catholic movement of nineteenth-century England. It covers the letters from February 1858 to August 1859, a period during which they collaborated in editing the *Rambler*. The story of their partnership in the *Rambler* and its successor, the *Home and Foreign Review*, is the story of the unsuccessful attempt to bridge the gap between the Roman Catholic Church and the secular principles of the time. $16.00

THE IMPACT OF LABOUR, 1920-1924
The Beginning of Modern British Politics
MAURICE COWLING

A study of British politics and politicians in the early 1920's when the Conservative Party made three long-term decisions: to remove Lloyd George from office, to take up the role of "defender of the social order", and to make Labour the chief party of opposition.

Mr Cowling concentrates on "the high politics of the politicians who mattered", describing their reactions to one another as some ten groups of Liberals and Conservatives all tried to become leader of a major party of resistance to Labour. $17.50

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022
HISTORICAL STUDIES OF
THE ENGLISH PARLIAMENT
Volume 1: Origins to 1399
Volume 2: 1399 to 1603
Edited by E. B. Fryde and Edward Miller

A great deal of literature has been written on the early history of the English parliament, much of it in the form of articles for journals and periodicals available only in special libraries, largely inaccessible to many students.

The editors of this work bring together the most important papers which chart the evolution of parliament as an institution gradually acquiring a defined composition and expanded capacities. Many of them trace the process by which the commons became not only an indispensable element in parliament but also a political force in English life.

The material reprinted in these volumes provides a convenient compendium of the modern learning about parliamentary history down to the age of constitutional controversy which opened when a Scottish monarch became an English King.

Each volume: Cloth $11.00 Paper $3.25

Other books of interest
The Reformation Parliament by Stanford E. Lehmbreg, $11.50; The Fox-North Coalition by John Cannon, $10.50

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022
The Elizabethan Privy Council in the Fifteen Seventies
Michael Barraclough Pulman

The Elizabethan Privy Council included in its ranks some of the most famous men of the age, and was apparently the most powerful public body in the land. This book examines one brief period in the Council's history: its antecedents, membership, relationship with the Queen, operating procedures, and multiplicity of functions.

1971 LC: 73-115497 336 pages $10.00

The Parliament of 1621: A Study in Constitutional Conflict
Robert Zaller

Twenty years before the Stuart political system collapsed, the Parliament of 1621 raised the ultimate issues of power, sovereignty, and law in one of the most dramatic confrontations in Parliamentary history. Mr. Zaller examines this grave constitutional crisis and the complex infighting of such men as: Edward Coke, Lionel Cranfield, and Edwin Sandys.

1971 LC: 77-104106 256 pages $9.00

Mid-Victorian London, 1808-1870
Francis Sheppard

Mr. Sheppard describes as a whole the vast urban complex of London through sixty years of enormous upheaval.

"Very few facets of Victorian London escape attention and Sheppard's treatment is in remarkable depth ... It is excellent history, unique in scope, and it provides a complete and detailed historian's picture of a great urban metropolis."

— Thomas G. Barnes

The second volume in the History of London series. 1971 LC: 71-142067 350 pages illustrations $8.95

The Quest for National Efficiency: A Study in British Politics and Political Thought, 1899-1914
G. R. Searle

The political catchword popular in Britain at the beginning of the 20th century was "National Efficiency," a slogan which both diagnosed what had gone wrong in the Boer War and tentatively prescribed reform. Mr. Searle examines this slogan's origins, meanings, and influence on political and administrative action.

1971 LC: 75-126758 280 pages $8.50

John Wilkins, 1614-1672
An Intellectual Biography
Barbara J. Shapiro

This is the first modern biography of a remarkable Englishman — a man who was in turn, or in tandem, theologian, scientific experimenter, science-fiction writer, linguist, bishop, politician, and founding member of the Royal Society. Because he participated so deeply in the whole intellectual life of his time, it is fitting that this biography should examine the major currents of philosophy, science, religion, and letters in seventeenth-century England.

1969 LC: 73-84042 320 pages $9.50

from California
University of California Press • Berkeley 94720
Isaac Newton's brilliant speculations about the microstructure of matter greatly influenced the course of chemical research in the eighteenth century. Mr. Thackray discusses the intellectual and social implications of Newtonian matter-theory and explores the creative tensions lying behind what at first might appear purely scientific questions. This work challenges the traditional historiography of the period, while raising broader interpretive issues within the history of science. Mr. Thackray is Associate Professor of History and Chairman of the Graduate Group in History and Philosophy of Science at the University of Pennsylvania.

Harvard Monographs in the History of Science.

$12

Harvard University Press
The British Army
CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS 1885-1905
By W. S. HAMER. Between 1854 and 1871 the administration and command of the British army was completely revolutionized, with the army becoming the instrument of parliamentary rather than monarchial government. The author examines the various aspects of army reform, showing the struggle between politicians and soldiers over which ideas would govern the army as an institution and as an instrument of imperial policy. $10.50

The Letters of Tobias Smollett
Edited by LEWIS M. KNAPP. This volume of one hundred and eight letters adds all of Smollett's letters discovered in the last five decades since Edward S. Noyes' 1926 edition of seventy-four of Smollett's letters, including several postscripts omitted by Noyes. Many letters reveal Smollett's personality and attitudes toward his relatives, friends, and social conditions in Great Britain, France, and Italy. Frontispiece, plates. $8.00

Wordsworth and Coleridge
A STUDY OF THEIR LITERARY RELATIONS IN 1801-1802
By WILLIAM HEATH, Amherst College. The year between November 1801 and October 1802 was a special one in the lives of William Wordsworth, his sister Dorothy, Mary Hutchinson, her sister Sara, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and his wife. Probably for no other group of similarly intelligent and articulate people are such full records available that show the impingement of one life on another, and the relation of each to the group they form and the world around them. In this book Professor Heath explores and analyzes the activities of these singular individuals. $6.75

Foreign Policy of Victorian England 1830-1902
By KENNETH BOURNE, University of London. A wide range of foreign policy from the Far and Middle East to America and Europe is covered in these documents, many of which have not been easily accessible in print. An introductory survey of the period includes sketches of the events between 1815 and 1830 and between 1902 and 1914, in which the author analyzes some of the prominent themes. No other book embodies the results of the last twenty years of intensive research on the subject.

Cloth, $12.00. Paper, $5.75
Tudor Verse Satire
Edited by K. W. GRANSDEN, University of Warwick. This volume brings together examples of verse satire written during the years 1510-1616 in England. The texts are based on the original editions but the spelling has been modernized. In addition to satires by well-known poets like Wyatt, Donne, Marsden, and Jonson, a number of pieces are included which are not now easily accessible, for example, Gascoigne, Lodge, Rowlands, and Guifpin. (Athlone Renaissance Library.) Cloth, $6.00. Paper, $3.00

A History of Grimsby
By EDWARD GILLETT, Hull University. Drawing on the wide-ranging Grimsby archives, the author explores the fascinating story of an ancient borough founded in the days of the Scandinavian settlements. He shows how at numerous points the history of the town was connected with that of the larger world, and also describes the origin and growth of its docks and fishing industry, the effects of the coming of the railway, and its former reputation as one of the most corrupt boroughs in England. 4 plates, 6 maps. (University of Hull Publications.) $9.95

The Silent Social Revolution, 1895-1965
SECOND EDITION
By G. A. N. LOWNDES. This new edition carries forward another thirty years (1935-1965) the author’s presentation of the case for public education. Lowndes describes the measures taken, before 1939, to save school children’s lives, and so far as possible their education, and how public education fared during the war. Other subjects are the Education Act of 1944, the vast building programs since 1946, greater opportunities for the underprivileged, and great improvement in primary, secondary, and higher education. 16 plates, 3 text figures. Cloth, $9.75. Paper, $5.00

A Diary With Letters 1931-1950
By THOMAS JONES. First published in 1954 and now reprinted, this book contains selections from a diary of public and private events and correspondence of the late Dr. Thomas Jones. Because Dr. Jones constantly moved in political circles, his personal records introduce the reader to the world of political affairs, show statesmen and politicians as they are, away from the public gaze, and illuminate the history of the period. $13.75
Sir John Berkenhead 1617-1679
A ROYALIST CAREER IN POLEMICS

By P. W. THOMAS, University College, Cardiff. Sir John Berkenhead was famous for cavalier wit and loyalty — a fame earned, during the Civil War and after, by a remarkable career as propagandist, man of letters, and politician. This comprehensive study rediscovers his importance, and offers many fresh insights into seventeenth-century politics and literature, concentrating on those areas where they interacted most directly and vitally. $11.25

Medieval London
FROM COMMUNE TO CAPITAL

By GWYN A. WILLIAMS. First published in cloth in 1963, this is the first paperback edition of the book. The emphasis is upon reconstructing the social and political history of London from 1191 until the Hundred Years’ War. Material is correlated from the city archives and secondary depositories with the royal records and outline biographies of Londoners. (The Athlone Press; University of London Historical Studies, No. 11.) Paper, $4.00

Southwark and the City

By DAVID J. JOHNSON. Southwark is London’s oldest and most interesting suburb. Although it owed its importance to the nearness of the capital, it also has a separate identity as the largest town in Surrey. The problem of the growth and government of London and its relations with its suburbs is the focus of this study. Also described in the book are the recurring disputes during which the inhabitants of Southwark sought some measure of self-government. 8 plates, 3 figures, map. (Corporation of London.) $10.25

Tractatus De Anima
Johannes Blund

Edited by D. A. CALLUS and R. W. HUNT. This treatise of John Blund, an Oxford master of the early thirteenth century, is of particular interest in that it shows very early use of Avicenna and the “new” Aristotle. (Auctores Britannici Meddi Aevi II; British Academy.) $20.00
The Art of Thomas Middleton
A CRITICAL STUDY
By DAVID M. HOLMES, University of Windsor, Ontario. This is a critical study of the authentic plays of one of Shakespeare’s contemporaries, the playwright, Thomas Middleton. Referring to the early seventeenth-century text, the author describes Middleton’s development and character as a dramatist, considering each play in relation to Middleton’s entire dramatic output. 3 plates. $9.00

Retailing in England
During the Industrial Revolution
By DAVID ALEXANDER, Memorial University of Newfoundland. In this examination of a little-known aspect of British economic history — the distribution of internal trade — the author investigates the problem of the social function of the distribution system in a country going through the early phase of industrialization. He also traces the decline of the small shop patronized by the gentry, the gradual eclipse of the “fair” as an economic factor, the increasing regulation of market trading, the rise of departmental stores, advertising, and the relation of shopkeepers and wholesalers to itinerant hawkers. (The Athlone Press.) $11.25

The Correspondence of George, Prince of Wales, 1770-1812
VOLUME VII: 1810-1811
By A. ASPINALL, University of Reading. The seventh volume of Professor Aspinall’s standard edition of the correspondence of George VII covers the period between January 1810 and May 1811. The main event of those seventeen months was the establishment of the Regency in February 1811 following the King’s lapse into complete insanity in October 1810. $27.00

Wordsworth’s Hawkshead
By T. W. THOMPSON; edited by ROBERT WOOF, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. This book, published posthumously, gives a vivid picture of village life in Hawkshead at the time Wordsworth was at school there. The author gives portraits of many of the villagers, and at the turn of the century was able to interview old Hawkshead inhabitants, several of whom had known Wordsworth. Plates, map. $19.25
The William and Mary Quarterly

A Magazine of Early American History

Published in January, April, July, and October by the Institute of Early American History and Culture

Annual subscription is $5.00 (Students and Armed Forces, $3.00). Single copies, $1.50. Index to Vols. I-XV (1944-1958), $6.15.

All communications should be addressed to the Editor, The William and Mary Quarterly, Box 220, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185.
W. K. JORDAN
"One of the leading American historians of Tudor England"* has completed his definitive history of the short life and troubled times of EDWARD VI

EDWARD VI: THE YOUNG KING
The Protectorship of the Duke of Somerset
The longed for son of Henry VIII and Jane Seymour reigned a scant six years; yet the events of his reign still touch all of us. This first volume of W. K. Jordan’s history "rests on prodigious learning. It is written with warmth and urbanity."
—Daily Telegraph  $7.50

EDWARD VI: THE THRESHOLD OF POWER
The Dominance of the Duke of Northumberland, 1549-1553
This second and final volume brings to life Northumberland, Somerset, and the emerging King Edward himself while also highlighting the explosive religious, political, and diplomatic developments of the time.  $11.50

W. K. Jordan is presently Leroy B. Williams Professor of History and Political Science at Harvard University and is President Emeritus of Radcliffe College.

Belknap Press
HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
*The Spectator
Leaders of Religion Series

Thomas Becket

David Knowles

The story of Thomas Becket has long been encrusted with legend and misinterpreted evidence. Now, one of the world’s most distinguished scholars of medieval Christianity has written what is certain to be the standard biography. Becket’s career is traced with remarkable clarity from childhood and his early friendship with Henry II through the period of great secular power to his murder in 1170.

$6.95

A New Printing with Corrections

John Henry Newman
SECOND EDITION. C. S. Dessain. $6.95

Stanford University Press

THE HISTORICAL JOURNAL
Volume XIII, Part 3, September 1970

MARIE AXTON Robert Dudley and the Inner Temple Revels
B. W. HILL Executive Monarchy and the challenge of the parties, 1689-1832: two concepts of government and two historiographical interpretations
C. DUNCAN RICE 'Humanity sold for sugar!' The British abolitionist response to free trade in slave-grown sugar
E. D. STEELE J. S. Mill and the Irish question: reform, and the integrity of the Empire, 1865-1870
DAVID SWEET The Baltic in British diplomacy before the first world war
WILLIAM A. RENZI The Entente and the Vatican during the period of Italian neutrality, August 1914-May 1915
EDWARD DAVID The Liberal party divided, 1916-1918
WILLIAM ALLEN FLETCHER The German administration in Luxembourg, 1940-1942; toward a de facto annexation

Review Article
ZARA STEINER Finance, trade and politics in British foreign policy, 1815-1914

Annual subscription for four issues £5 ($15.50 in USA)

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Studies in Burke and His Time

(formerly The Burke Newsletter)

Published in the fall, winter and spring
by Alfred University

Annual subscription is $4.00 within the United States or Canada; $5.00 elsewhere. Back issues are also available by volume. Remittances should be made payable to Alfred University.

The editors invite contributions of essays on Burke's life, thought or continuing influence, on his milieu, or on ideas which support or oppose Burke.

All communications should be directed to Peter J. Stanlis, Editor, Studies in Burke and His Time, Rockford College, Rockford, Illinois, 61101.
THE NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF HISTORY

Editor: KEITH SINCLAIR

Published twice yearly by the University of Auckland

Articles in Volume 5, 1971, include

W. E. CHEONG The Beginnings of Credit Finance on the China Coast

MICHAEL C. PUGH The New Zealand Legion, 1932-35

HENRY REYNOLDS Australian Nationalism: Tasmanian Patriotism

PETER MUNZ Non-European History

PRISCILLA WILLIAMS New Zealand and the 1930 Imperial Conference

Subscriptions (N.Z. $4.00; A. $4.50; U.S. $5.00; U.K. £2.10) and requests for back copies should be addressed to:

The Business Manager

New Zealand Journal of History
History Dept., University of Auckland
Private Bag
AUCKLAND, New Zealand.
The Journal of British Studies, founded in 1961, is published at Trinity College under the auspices of the Conference on British Studies. It was the result of the imaginative generosity of a Trinity alumnus, Frederick E. Hasler (Hon. LL.D. 1957) who contributed funds to the College for the specific purpose of establishing a learned periodical in the field of British history. Several Trinity alumni subsequently contributed to the fund and Trinity College now supports the publication of the Journal.

The Conference on British Studies is the official organization in the United States and Canada of scholars working in the field of British history and culture; its status as such is recognized by the American Historical Association of which it is an affiliate. Its nearly eight hundred members are drawn from forty-eight states and five provinces. It convenes twice each year, usually at New York University.

The Conference awards a prize triennially for the best first book by an American or Canadian scholar.

The Conference sponsors a considerable publications program. It publishes the Journal of British Studies at Trinity College; the British Studies Intelligencer, a newsletter, at Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas; Studies in British History and Culture, an annual series of monographs, at the University of Bridgeport, Connecticut; Archives in British History and Culture, an annual series devoted to the publication of documents, at West Virginia University, Morgantown; and Current Research in British Studies, a quadrennial survey of research in progress in the United States and Canada, the next edition of which will appear in 1969 at Southern Methodist University. The Conference has begun a new series, to be published by the Cambridge University Press, of biographical and historical studies of men and women who were makers and shapers of the English experience.

In addition to the Conference on British Studies, there are four affiliates: the Pacific Coast Conference on British Studies, the Midwest Conference on British Studies, the Southern Conference on British Studies, and the New England Conference on British Studies. Each of these vital autonomous groups has its own officers, program, and other activities. There are also local groups centered in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Detroit, and Pittsburgh.

The Journal of British Studies appears twice in the academic year, in the autumn and in the spring. The annual subscription is $5.00. Checks for subscriptions and enquiries concerning advertising rates should be directed to the Business Manager, British Studies, Box 1315, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, 06106.

Volume XI, No. 1 will be published in November, 1971.
CONFERENCE ON BRITISH STUDIES PRIZE

The Conference on British Studies will award its fifth triennial prize of three hundred dollars in November, 1972. The prize will be given for the best book published between January 1, 1969 and December 31, 1971, by an American or Canadian scholar. It must be the author’s first book. Its subject must lie either within the field of British or Commonwealth History and Culture.

Nominations should be sent to Professor Thomas Peardon, Bridgewater, Connecticut, Chairman, Conference on British Studies Prize Committee. Other committee members are R. J. Brentano, University of California, Berkeley, and H. J. Hanham, Harvard University.

The past recipients of the prize are: Philip P. Poirier, Ohio State University, 1960; C. Warren Hollister, University of California, 1963; Melvin Richter, Hunter College, 1966; Isaac Kramnick, Yale University, 1969.